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New Ag studio classroom houses computer technology
generated by the Cal
Poly Plan and 60
percent came from
private
donations
and the College of
Agriculture.
Agribusiness pro
fessor
Douglas
Genereux said that
the college has been
—K elli Q uinn, agribusiness senior
meeting with key
industry people to ____________
get the project off
ready for fall,” Genereux said.
the ground since last April.
Students .seem to enjoy the
“The carpenters, custodians,
ti'chnology available through the
electricians and (Information
new facility.
Technology Services) bent over
“It’s great to have Power Point
backwards to make sure that the
for class presentations," said
project happened,” Genereux
agribusiness senior Kelli (¿uinn,
said.
“The classroom is better than
Genereux said that the project
other
computer
classrooms
has had the support from Joe
Gin,
Dean
of
College
of becau.se you have computer space
Agriculture, from the very begin and desk work space.”
The studio classroom is one of
ning.

Poly Plan funding

"The classroom is better than

allows for opening of

other computer classrooms

Poly's newest tech lab

because you have computer

space and desk work space."

By Jenny Justus
Doily Stoff Writer

Taking a turn in education
techniques, students will be turn
ing their backs on their instructor
in the new agriculture studio
classroom.
The classroom, designed for
project-oriented agriculture class
es, houses 24 Pentium computers
linked to the internet and the
World Wide Weh .so students can
learn to gather information elec
tronically.
Thr* computers are set up in
the classroom in two horseshoes,
one inside of the other, with all of
the students facing away from the
instructor while work on their
computers.
Forty percent of the funding
for the classroom came from funds
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Elias Castillo and Kelly Fox, animal science freshmen, work in the new ag
computer lab. / Daily photo by Joe Johnston

“Dr. Gin had the foresight to
see the project necessary and gave
his support to get the project

25 projects that will bo funded in
part or completely by the Cal Poly
Plan.

Artwork to highlight obscure Chinatown Fraternity suspended

añer stabbing, illegal
alcohol sales at parties

By Leslie Miyamoto
Daily Staff Writer

lor tho.se who need to .see it to believe
it, San
Luis Obispo’s obscure
('hinatown is getting a prominent new
look.
( ’hinatown, located at Palm Street from
r i
( ’hotTo to Morro streets, will be placing a newly
desigtu'd mosaic on one of the sites where the
1
rhirie.se railroad laborcTs once lived in the late
iSOOs.
This will lie the first public artwork to adorn
the historic district since it was officially
declared in S«‘ptemlH*r 1995.
The artwork was selected by the Chinatown
Committee and was designed by Paul Ladouchy
of Cayucos. The city allotted $15,000 to the com
mittee for the project.
Alice Loh, land.scape architecture professor
and chairman of the Chinatown Committee,
said Ladouchy was selected because his work is
representative of the Chinese culture.
. t
“We thought he really understands the his
tory of the early Chine.se contribution,” Loh
said.
'-•i
The mosaic will be placed in the Palm Street
parking garage.
The parking garage may seem like an odd
site for the artwork, but it lies where many
Chinese people once lived.
“A majority of the original building was
wiped out from the parking garage that was
built approximately 10 years ago,” Loh .said.
Original Chine.se artifacts can be seen in the
garage between the first and second levels.
This is not the first time Ladouchy has had
his work displayed in public. He is also respon
sible for the 6.50-square-foot mosaic on the Artist Paul Ladouchy has been comissioned by the Chinatown
Morro Bay Library.
Committee to create a mural for the Palm Street parking
See CHINATOWN page 3 garage in downtown SLO. / Daily photo by Jessica Yamada
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By Brandt Furgerson
Doily Stoff Writer

A stabbing at a fraterni
ty party which led to an
investigation involving the
illegal sale and distribution
of alcohol caused the twoyear suspension by Cal
Poly of Phi Kappa Psi on
Tuesday.
“It boils down to tfte
magic word of 'alcohol,’”
said Walt Lambert, Cal
Poly Coordinator of Greek
Affairs.
Apparently, the Phi
Kappa Psi party, where the
stabbing occurred, started
out as a fraternity event,
but it soon escalated into a large
party
when
non-members
arrived.
The illegal distribution of
alcohol was discovered when the
stabbing of a student attracted
the San Luis Obispo police.
“Whether (university clubs)
are a fraternity, the rugby team
or
the
Young
Baptist
Organization, there will be a
problem if there is alcohol at a
function,” Lambert said.
However unlike other clubs,
fraternities tend to be thrown
into a “glass bowl” and carefully
watched by the public, Lambert,
said.

V'

Daily photo by Joe Johnston
As of Monday, there had been
no record of appeal by Phi Kappa
Psi. Fraternity president and
members had no comment
regarding the suspension.
According to the Cal Poly
Student Affairs
Handbook,“
Alcoholic beverages are not to be
served at any off-campus func
tion by any officially recognized
student organization except
when private services (i.e., for
members
and guests) is
arranged by contract with a
properly licensed distributor.”
See PHI PSI page 3
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34 cloys left in fall quarter
Today's Weother: clear and sunny
Tomorrow's W eather: clear and a little chilly in the morning
Today's h ig h /lo w : 76/51 Tomorraw's high/low : 7 4 /4 9

UPCOMING
Wally "Famous" Amos will be appearing at Unity Christ Church
on Tuesday, Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. speaking about his newest book,
"W atermelon Magic: Seeds of W isdom, Slices of Life." For more
information call 543-4250.
PFLAG (Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays) will
be having its general monthly meeting on Thursday, Oct. 24 at 7
p.m. at United Methodist Church. The meetings are open to every
one interested in gaining a better understanding of our gay and
lesbian family members and friends through education. For more
information called 546-1116.
Big Purple Onion Productions will be presenting the R<xky Horror
Picture Show, performed by the Zen Room Cast on Oct. 25 and 26
at 12 a.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are $5 in advance, $6
at the dcxjr or $8 in advance for both nights, for more information,
call the Zen Room at 756-3467. The theme for the evening is
Transylvanian Gothic.

Agenda Items: c /o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
Advertising: 756-1143
Editorial: 756-1796
Fax: 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda w ill be print
ed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.

Firestorm destroys Orange
County homes; Wildfire
burns north of Malibu
By E. S(ott Reckord
Asswioted Press

TU STIN, Calif. — He.sidents
usin^ jjarden hose.s, swimminp
pool water, even ice che.st water,
.squirted their nM)flops Monday in
a frantic bid to save homes in the
path of a wind-driven firestorm
that ravaged an exclusive Orange
County neighborh(M)d.
At least 13 homes were
destroyed or damaged by flames
that hop-scotched from hou.se to
house, pushed by fierce Santa
Ana winds gusting to 71 mph.
There were no reports of injury.
Some 60 miles away in L«os
Angeles County, firefighters bat
tled a wildfire crackling through
brush and oak trees in Calaha.sas
on a march south toward Malibu,
some 10 miles away.
The city of Malibu was on
alert.
“All city employees are on fire
emergency alert. We’re advising
people to pack up their things,”
said city spokeswoman Sara
Maurice. “Malibu has a natural,
built-in fire break. Unfortunately,
it’s the Pacific Ocean.”
The fire started at 10:34 a.m.
near U.S. 101 and burned more
than 1,000 acres in about two
hours. Wind gusted to 60 mph.
“It could get ugly,” said a sher
iff’s deputy at the Ix)st Hills sta
tion, just a few miles from the
blaze. No homes were in immedi
ate danger and no evacuations
were ordered.
Malibu’s
Pepperdine

University opened its emergency
operations center and telephones
were jammed with calls from con
cerned parents and students, uni
versity spokesman Jeff Bli.ss said.
Clas.ses continued, however,
and there were no evacuations.
AIm)uI 280 firefighters battled
the blaze, said Capt. Steve
Valenzuela of the Ix)s Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department.
Two airplanes and five heli
copters dumped water on the
blaze.
Mort> than 200 miles to the
north, light winds and cooler tem
peratures helped firefighters bat
tling a 668-acre blaze on the
scenic Big Sur coast. The cau.se of
the fire was under investigation.
In San Bernardino County,
another wildfire quickly black
ened more than 40 acres just east
of the community of Chino. Winds
gusted to 40 mph.
In Orange County, a half-acre
brush fire quickly spread through
the Lemon Heights neighborhood,
home to some of the most valu
able man.sions in the county. The
cause of the fire was unknown.
Some residents packed per.sonal items and fled, but others
stayed behind to battle flames
with garden hoses, buckets, shov
els, trash cans, ice chests, any
thing that would hold water, as
smoke pushed by the season’s
first Santa Ana winds enveloped
the neighborhood.
Water-dropping
helicopters
swooped down on hot spots
See FIRES page 6
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Students cash in with CD scratch remover
ed the designs and labels for the
product. Michel is handling the
Daily Staff Writer
marketing and legal aspects of
the
business while working for his
People don’t have to put up
father in Northern California.
with that annoying skip in their
Meanwhile, Cleveland and
CDs anymore. Two entrepre
Jessup said they put their scratch
neurs, who are Cal Poly students,
remover up to some serious
have found a solution to fix
tests.
them like new — the C l)
“We tested our product
Scratch Remover.
on
CDs that we scratched
“ It’s a mild abrasive
on walls and the sidewalk.
lotion that smooths out the
One we let the dog play
bumps and scratches on the
with until it was so messed
surface of CDs so the la.ser
*^
up that the player rejected
can properly read the disc,”
the
disc,” Jessup said
said Jeremy Jessup, co
“Then we applied our prod
owner of the company
uct and the discs played
named after the product.
like normal.”
“Any scratch or scrape on
Since the official cre
the surface of the disc can
ation
of CD
Scratch
impede the laser from prop
Remover Inc. on Jan. 1,
erly refracting or reilecting
1996, the company has sold
the disc data,” the social sci
over 700 bottles for around
ences senior said. “ If the dis
$9.95.
tortion is great enough, it
Jessup said when they
can make the CD skip, chirp
first
approached
local
or not play at all.
stores
to
sell
their
product,
“Our product actually
it wasn’t an easy .sell.
refinishes the surface of the
“Their first response
disc and makes minor
was disbelief in our product
scratches virtually invisi
because there was nothing
ble,” Jessup said.
like it on the market,”
Justin Cleveland, co
Jessup
said.
“So we
owner and business adminis
Seniors Jeremy Jessup and Justin Cleveland model
demonstrated
our
product
tration senior, said he
their
new
product
/
Daily
photo
by
Jessica
Yamada
for them and they liked it.”
invented the product in 1992
According
to
Neal
when he and Jessup were at
Losey,
manager
at
Boo
Boo
Cupertino High School near San Jessup and Cleveland were at Cal
Poly and met Rick Michel, co Records, there has been a high
Jose.
demand for a product that actual
owner
and agribusiness graduate,
“I was just screwing around in
ly repaired CDs instead of clean
when things began to materialize.
my dad’s garage, and I started
ing
them.
“Rick
got
us
really
fired
up
and
mixing chemicals to see if I could
“
Everybody knew that this
find a way to fix my CDs,” motivated about the idea of actu
was something that was needed.
ally selling our CD Scratch
Cleveland said.
People were trying to smooth
Remover,”
Cleveland
said.
After months of trial and error,
Jessup said that Michel creat
See REMOVER page 7
Cleveland and Jessup came up
By Jessica Yamada

with a nonflammable, nontoxic
solution that worked.
After sharing the product with
a few friends, they started to real
ize the potential market in CD
repair, Cleveland said.
However, it wasn’t until after
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From tie-dye to neckties: SLO police put the pedal to the meddle
Deadhead legacy trucks on
By Mary Hadley
Daily Staff Writer

By John Facenti

“Jerry Garcia’s artwork was
his artwork, it did not bring the

Associated Press

M IA M I — Grateful Dead
fans who have traded in their
tie-dyes for neckties could be in
for a dilemma during their next
trip to the shopping mall.
Will it be neck attire designed
by the band’s late guitarist Jerry
Garcia or one that carries the
group’s infamous icons? It is a
battle for the necks o f dead
heads.
“They are able to put soi no
thing on that brings back the
memories of a time that they
loved,” said Irwin Sternberg,
president of New York Citybased Stonehenge Inc. “whether
they are going into an executive
board meeting or any business
conference.”
Stonehenge pioneered the ‘J.
Garcia’ line of ties with
psychedelic and geometric
artwork
by
the
guitarist.
Mulberry Neckware, a San
Rafael, Calif.-based competitor,
introduced in September a new
line with the art from the band’s
albums and conceit backdrops,
among other things.
Both are sold at department
stores — often side by side —
and seek the same goal.
“ It’s something to wear to
work and be slightly rebellious,”
said Katy Smith, president of
Mulberry Neckware.
Garcia was behind this fash
ion flashback when he decided in
1992 to allow Stonehenge to
manufacturer ties in Florida
based on his artwork.
Mulberry says the surviving
members o f the now defunct
band are behind its line. The
company believes its neckware
has a stronger connection with
the band, while J. Garcia ties are
more of an art statement.
Included in the collection are
the band’s dancing bears, skele
tons and Uncle Sam designs.
“When you buy the ties and
you’re a Deadhead, you can get a
little
bit emotional,” said
Mulberry spokeswoman Judith
Agisim.

passion of Uncle Sam or the
dancing bears.”
By the time of his death last
year, Garcia had transformed
the necktie industry. Stonehenge
went from a company making
conservative ties to one on the
cutting edge that now sells mil
lions o f just one line.
“We owe so much to Jerry,”
Sternberg

said.

"W h en

launched this back in

we
1992

everything just exploded with
our company.”
Bloomingdale’s in New York
City sold about 3,000 ties in 48
hours when the ‘J, Garcia’ line
was first introduced, and on the
day of the guitarist’s death some
unscrupulous retailers were sell
ing the $35 ties for as much as
$200, Sternberg said.
Garcia-designed ties are the
nation’s

top

neckwear,

Stonehenge claims. Some sport
geometric

and

psychedelic

design and are sold in editions
that are not repeated.
Mulberry sells its “Grateful
Dead Neckwear” for $29.50 and
denies it is cannibalizing J.
Garcia neckwear. “It is as much
attributed to the great designs
and great colors,” Smith said.
The competition disagrees.
“They have learned from good
techniques

on

success,”

A San Luis Obispo police offi
cer has a new home in the
Downtown Centre, and a new
bicycle to go with it.
It’s actually not a home that
Officer Tim Hedges received
Thursday, but a new office located
at the back of the Copeland’s
Sports building on Marsh Street.
“The office is really coming
together. It allows me to call peo
ple while remaining downtown,”
Hedges said.
From the office. Hedges also
has access to the department’s
computer information, said San
Luis Obispo Police Chief James
Gardiner.
Bicycle patrol will for the first
time become part of Hedges’job.
He has been doing “foot patrol”
downtown for about 18 months,
Gardiner said.
After a couple days on “official

Finally aff his feet, SLO palice officer Tim Hedges takes a quick stop down
town with his new bicycle . / Doily photo by M ary Hadley
towards Hedges’ salary.
Copeland’s Sports owner Tom
Copeland donated the space for

bike patrol,” Hedges noticed a dif
ference.
“The bike allows for me to get
around to more areas more often,”
Hedges said.

the office, which was previously

Hedges is the first officer “fully
assigned to bike patrol” down
town, according to Gardiner.

Art’s SLO Cyclery.
San Luis Obispo’s Business

The new office and bicycle are
a part of the expansion of the
department’s “downtown officer
program.”
The program was established
18 months ago and is partially

donated $1,000 towards construc

funded by Federal Crime Bill
money. Gardiner said the threeyear grant provides $25,000 per

sumer activities.

year, which the department uses

part of a rear exit to the building.
SLO Bike Club raised money for
the mountain bicycle, which was
purchased for a reduced cost from

Improvement Association (B IA )
tion

of

the

office,

BIA

Administrator Deborah Holley
.said. The BIA is an organization
which tries to enhance business
and promotes downtown con
Since the BIA is made up of
merchants, it has an interest in
the policing of the downtown

area.
“Having a downtown officer
has really made a difference,”
Holley .said. “When people have
complaints, he responds quickly.
He keeps people from loitering.”
Gardiner said that the first
year the downtown was patrolled,
“drunk arrests went up over 60
percent. This year, we’ve seen
them drop significantly.”
Gardiner said the main distur
bances downtown come from
“panhandlers, drunks and skate
boarders.”
Referring to the decrease of
downtown arrests, Gardiner said,
“We think that’s partly because
they know he’s down there.”
He’s down there, and now he’s
got wheels.

Sternberg said. “We are just hop
ing consumers can see the differ
ence.”
O f course, Garcia never did
trade in his tie-dyed shirts for
the corporate look.
“Jerry did not even wear a tie
in 25 years, and now his name
has become synonymous as a
designer label,” said Sternberg.

PHI PSI: Failed to obtain alcohol approval
From page 1
The alcohol policy demands a
written copy of a contract and all
other transactions to be on file
with the Director of Student Life
and Activities prior to the
approval of the event.
Phi Kappa Psi failed to obtain
such
approval,
which
was
grounds for their suspiension.
The suspension excludes the
fraternity from participating in
all Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC )
sponsored events such as Greek
Week and rush events. Also Phi

Kappa Psi will not be recognized
by IFC and student affairs for the
next two years.
Despite the party connotation
that fraternities have, many
Greek organizations are involved
with alcohol educational pro
grams within their groups,
Lambert pointed out.
“Many national Greek organi
zations require chapters to hold a
alcohol education program," he
said. The IFC at Cal Poly also
requires a similar program each
quarter.

CHINATOWN: Mosaic will be installed on Feb.2
From page 1
He said this current project
will be an adventurous one.
“ I think this will be extremely
challenging because there is a
tremendous

time

restraint,”

Ladouchy said.
Because of this he said he will
receive help from students and

professionals in the art world.
Ladouchy, who was chosen
among eight other artists, said he
is excited he received the bid.
“I’m thrilled,” he .said. “After
20 years I’ve finally got a chance
to contribute to my hometown.”
The mosaic will be installed on
Feb. 2, in time for the Chinese
New Year celebration.

a career with

www.erac.com
We'll be interviewing on campus at the
career center October 23, 1990
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Editor,

By Karen E. Spaeder
It’s time for peace among all majors here on our little campus.
It’s not so little anymore — in fact, it’s growing pretty quickly.
And we need to start recognizing every major as valuable rather
than slam an area of study as either impractical or nerdy.
In the past, there has been mudslinging galore from all areas
of study; technical majors often scoff at liberal arts majors, claim
ing their peers won’t make any money and will be unhappy and
poor, living in a cardbi>ard box by the time they’re 30. The liberal
arts majors scoff back, saying their area of study fulfills societal
and/or inner — not monetary — needs. And we all make our little
assumptions based only on the limited scope of what we really
know.
I find it upsetting to run across people who couldn’t write a
good, grammatical sentence to save their life, or people who only

I was shocked on Thursday as I read the arti
cle on the front page by Stacy L. Johnston about
Cal Poly students being among the nation’s hap
piest. The article stated that the Princeton
Review surveyed about 200 Cal Poly students,
most of whom claimed that there is a relatively
low amount of stress here at Cal Poly.
What shocked me about the article is the fact
that according to the office of Institutional
Studies, Cal Poly had an enrollment in 1995 of
16,023 students. So out of more than 16,000 stu
dents, the Princeton Review asked only 200 about
campus life, academics, dorm food and faculty?!
Two hundred students represents a little over one
percent of the total students enrolled! Talk about
false representation.
This quarter being^my first at Cal Poly, I
admit that I am not as familiar with the campus
lifestyle as the majority of students. Perhaps the
first quarter for a transfer student who is used to
the semester system is a little more stressful
than normal, but I am here to say that I am
stressed. So are many other students that I

know of that have been here much longer.
Don’t get me wrong; it isn’t too much stress to
handle, and the different aspects of Cal Poly don’t
make life here abnormally difficult.
On the contrary! Student life here is great and
I’m happy; it’s just that this is a demanding uni
versity and stress comes with the territory. Only
asking 200 students, however, doesn’t offer a
broad enough view of the university to me.
Who did they ask, anyway? I’m willing to bet
they didn’t ask too many architecture, business
or engineering students, or many students in the
middle of their senior project! Then again, I sup
pose it is hard to survey students when they’re in
the lab or stressfully studying for some demand
ing class.
Life here at Cal Poly is good. Maybe we are
the happiest students in the nation, but it is not
due to a lack of stress or the food for that matter.

Frank Dauerer
Electrical engineering junior

care about money and material possessions. And technical majors
probably find it just as upsetting to run across people who can’t
add two-plus-two, or who decry all business people as moneygrubbers.

Pay for the bus?

These are extreme examples. But case in point: we could all

No way!

stand to learn from each other. I’m not suggesting we should all
run out and change our majors, merely that all majors have
value to them. A ll msyors are challenging, stressful and yes, good.
And I think this needs to be taught — and learned — at the gen

Editor,

eral education level.
When I was taking general education classes, I hated
Calculus. That is the only math class I have ever taken, and will
take, in college. But much as I complained about the class, and
though at the time I wanted to obliterate my Calculus textbook, I
would have never wanted my education to exclude a math class.
General education classes provide the perfect opportunity to
explore, to understand something you haven’t understood before,
to find a new way to look at the world, or even at your own life.
Though I hated Calculus, I can appreciate the fact that the study
of mathematics and related disciplines makes the world would go
‘round in many ways.
Similarly, I’ve talked to people who. when taking general edu
cation English classes, found it painful to write a paper or read a
book. But again, the study of the written or spoken word, and
related disciplines, makes the world turn in many ways. We can
learn new things every day by reading a newspaper or a book.
And if great works of literature bore you or if you hate writing,
think of it this way: a science journal can’t effectively report its
findings unless someone can do so in a clear, concise manner.
I often think of my sister’s career when 1 ponder this subject.
As an undergraduate, she was an English major, and now, she is
a physical therapist. She says she often comes across poorly-writ
ten reports, jumbled with spelling, grammatical or other errors.

Malik Thorne hit the nail on the head in
Friday’s article about the bus system. He said, “I
would use it less frequently if (SLO Transit)
started charging us because it would be inconve
nient.”
Right now I use the bus to get to school
almost every day, mainly for the convenience of
it. There’s a stop right outside my house and it
almost always gets me to class right on time. It’s
certainly cheaper than driving every day and I
don’t have to hike from Ag-land into civilization
every morning.
I f Cal Poly stops subsidizing the bus, what are
we going to do? I’ve bought my permit for those
few days that I can’t use the bus due to some
large, unwieldy object (read: “LA 251 project” )
and I’ve not only maintained, but paid my aver
age of one parking ticket per semester/quarter
throughout my college career (current total:
$271.40). Not to mention every other fee that
they’ve slapped on the bottom line of my tuition
bill.
So I’ve more than paid my share of bus fares.
Any more, and I’ll have to start an armed revolt.
So I ask you this: I f Cal Poly’s not using that
money to pay my bus fare, what are they using it
for?

And such writing gets in the way o f clear communication.

Could it be that new Suzuki dirt bike 1 saw
parked out in front of the Public Safety office
today? Or maybe that Ford Explorer they got last
year.
Other things to consider are: How is SLO
transit going to survive if it loses a big portion of
that 58.8 percent of its business that came from
Cal Poly students who rode when it was free?
Surely not all of them will succumb to paying the
50 cents.
I know I won’t because most of the time. I’ve
got gas in my car and a permit, but not “exact
change only.” Also, how is Cal Poly going to pro
vide for all the new cars that will inevitably be
coming on campus everyday, even if people do
carpool? As it is, there’s not enough parking on
campus.
Finally, there was another article in Friday’s
paper about the ozone levels going up in San
Luis. How much more are they going to increase
when more people start driving to school, more
Poly-Plan freshmen come in with their cars, and
the now-empty buses continue on their routes?

Scott J. Weselis
Landscape architecture senior

L etters P olicy

Her invaluable education has allowed her to combine two
secmingly-un related areas of study into a career.
The truth is, all o f our areas of study are related in some way.
It doesn’t mean we have to subscribe to another major’s philoso
phy or even enjoy taking classes outside of our mfyors. But it
does mean that we should not judge people based on what area of
study they choose to pursue. I f you must judge someone, do so
only after you have met that person, know that person and have
a feel for why and how he or she chose an area of study.
Karen Spaeder is an English senior and thinks perfect sen

Mustang Daily welcomes letters and commentaries from students, staff and other community meml)ers. If possible, please e-mail your work to: jfrederi @ oboe; otherwise, submissions should be typed and
double-spaced ( 750-1,000 words for commentaries and letters less than 250 words). F Y l: yo u r submi.ssion w ill be looked on much m ore fo n d ly and is much m ore lik e ly to run i f you e-m ail it.
You must include your name and phone number for verification; students, include major and class

tence-writing should be an intercollegiate, sport.
rank. Mustang Daily re.serves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, length and otherwise.
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personal baggage left on each side. I f
the relationship were to end badly, it
would be easy for the instructor to make

Tim Bragg is a journalism junior.
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Thou shah not covet
thy professor
the student pay with a bad grade.
hey say accidents will happen.
Emotions can make even the best per
When two people like each
son falter.
other and pursue a relation
On the flipside, a student could real
ship, it’s a beautiful thing. But
when that relationship takes placely manipulate a love-struck or dumb
struck
between a student and an instructor,
it instructor. Using personal
makes it a bit more complicated. charms to get a better grade is just
plain wrong. But it could easily happen.
A relationship between an instructor
Just think, flirt with your instructor,
and a student in his or her class is just
go out on a date or two, and presto,
a bad idea. It can lead to a lot o f uncom
instant A. Boy that was easy. And all it
fortable situations, not only for the
took was a few meals at a nice restau
instructor and student involved, but for
rant.
the whole class as well. It leaves the
Getting recognition from your
student in a vulnerable situation, and it
instructors is a great feeling. For a
threatens the credibility of the instruc
young student, inexperienced in life, it
tor.
could be really exciting if an instructor
No one wants to be the love police,
took a personal interest in him or her,
but a line has to drawn somewhere. A
esi)ecially if that instructor commands a
relationship between a student and an
large amount of prestige on campus.
instructor leaves the student vulnera
But if things turn ugly, the student is
ble.
the
one who will lose.
At Wednesday’s ASl board meeting,
Some instructors will howl when
a proposal to di.scourage relationships
they read this. They will protest that
between students and professors will be
they are not savages who would sacri
discussed. The policy is not designed to
fice their ethics just for some nookie.
punish, but to ask both parties to cool
They
will protest that who they date is
it, at least until the class they share is
their own damn business. And they are
over. It’s not an unreasonable thing to
right, to a point.
ask — especially when you think about
The majority of instructors are hon
the consequences these relationships
est, level-headed people who will not
can have.
have to worry about this policy because
Instructors should grade with their
they would think of doing something as
heads, not their hearts. But instructors
stupid as some of the situations listed
naturally favor certain students over
above, but you have to admit that the
others, usually ones whom the instruc
risk exists. There have been relation
tor knows personally.
ships between instructors and students
It would be natural for the instructor
that have turned out badly, including
to give the student he or she is dating
some on this campus.
more attention than the other students.
I f you, a student and an instructor,
I f class participation counts as a grad
should
happen to like each other, con
ing requirement, other students in the
gratulations. That makes you two of the
class could find themselves with dimin
ever smaller number of happy people on
ished chances to participate unless the
this planet. Just don’t take any classes
instructor has great personal discipline.
together
— for your sake, and for every
No matter how strong they are, most
one’s.
relationships end at some point, with

¡jr

remember how exciting it was to go
out to dinner last quarter with one
of my professors and a small group
of students. Over sushi and sake,
we had a chance to learn from the
teacher’s experience in the real world, in
the field we will soon be entering.
As a result of this non-classroom,
social situation, I realized that my pro
fessors all have lives outside the class
room and that students can learn from
their professors’ real-world experiences.
Close student-to-teacher relation
ships are just one educational asset that
could be jeopardized if the “Resolution
on Amorous Relationships” passes at the
Academic Senate meeting today.
The resolution, proposed by the
Status of Women Committee, has an
understandable and quite valid premise:
Faculty have authority over students
and this authority should never be
abused. It states, “trust and respect are
diminished when those in positions of
authority abuse or appear to abuse their
power.”
It then commands that faculty mem
bers shall not have an “amorous or sex
ual relationship” with any student they
are in a position to evaluate.
There are so many problems inher
ent in this resolution I don’t know
where to begin.
How do you prove a professor and a
student are getting “amorous?” Where
do I go if I suspect there’s something
funny going on with my young statistics
professor and that cute guy who sits in
the front row? Will there be a committee
that investigates allegations of miscon
duct? What kind of disciplinary action
will be taken against a professor found
to be having a sexual relationship with
a student?
There would have to be some form of
bureaucracy involved, something this
school needs less of, not more.
The resolution belittles both the pro
fessor and the student. Professors are
well-educated adults and the students
here are presumably over 18 and enti

I

tled to make their own decisions about
their personal lives.
Ethically, faculty members know that
getting involved with a student is not
right. Is it too much to ask to allow pro
fessors to use their own discretion in
their personal lives?
Granted, a professor who preys on
innocent, young students, .ofTering up
good grades in exchange for sex, needs
to be stopped. But surely this hypotheti
cal, student-abusing beast could be
stopped under existing policy here at
Cal Poly.
The wording of the resolution por
trays the student as the innocent victim,
.somehow bullied by the “exercise of
power” the professor has over the stu
dent. But, barring a rape, if there were
a .sexual relationship between a profes
sor and a student, the student willingly
participated.
If I were in a professor’s oftlce and
he somehow made suggestive state
ments, it would be up to me to thwart
his advances and to report his actions.
And, a.ssuming sexual relationships
between professors and their students
are happening here, it might be the stu
dent who benefits by getting a good
grade. In that scenario, is the professor
then the victim?
The Status of Women Committee
obviously feels that this issue is enough
of a problem to pass a re.solution about
it, but ask yourself, is it?
Do you know any student who is
having an affair with a professor? I
don’t.
Instead of addressing a serious prob
lem, this policy would, by its nature,
create more difficulties in the relation
ship between students and professors. I
believe this resolution fans the flames of
“political correctness” that are already
burning out of control.
Can’t we just leave well enough
alone?

Mary Hadley is a journalism senior.
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FDA panel votes against new contraceptive Lottery’s main contractor
rips on state operation
By Lauran Neergaard
Associated Press

RO C KVILLE, Md. — Food
and Drug Administration advis
ers
recommended
Monday
against approval of a new contra
ceptive device similar to the cervi
cal cap, saying it is unclear how
well it prevents pregnancy.
Women’s
advocates
had
pushed the FDA to approve Lea’s
Shield quickly, arguing that the
millions of unplanned pregnan
cies every year show how desper
ate women are for better contra
ceptive options.
“The appropriate response to
the public health needs of women
in the ‘90s is to expedite barrier
controls,” said Lisa Cox of the
National
Women’s
Health
Network.
But manufacturer Yama Inc.
managed to get only 55 women to
complete a six-month study of the
device. The study found a nine
percent pregnancy rate.
The company argued that was
acceptable quality, indicating that
had the women used Lea’s Shield
for a year, the maximum pregnan
cy would have been 18 percent,
equivalent to most diaphragms.
But the FDA’s scientific advis
ers said no other contraceptive
has ever been approved on the
basis of such a small study. A test
involving 55 women was not
enough to determine the pregnan
cy rate reliably.
“I’m not going to recommend it
to my daughter at this point,” said
panel
chairman
Dr.
Gary
F^glinton
of
Georgetown
University, before the committee

voted, 7-1, against the device.
The FDA typically requires a
study of 200 women before
approving contraceptive devices.
But Yama had felt so confident
with its interim studies of Lea’s

Shield that it demanded the out
side review now.
Company official estimated
that testing 150 more women
would take between three and

than

the

bulkier

diaphragm,

meaning fewer women should get

the vaginal infections that can
plague some diaphragm users,

explained

Dr.

Jay

Cooper

Cooper tested Lea’s Shield on
43 women, four of whom became
pregnant. In surveying them, he
found that 82 percent who had

five years.
The FDA is not bound by advi
sory committee recommenda
tions, but usually follows them.
The vast majority of American
women who use contraceptives
use the pill. Less than 5 percent
opt for barrier contraceptives —
devices that block the flow of
sperm. The most commonly used
barriers are the diaphragm and
the cervical cap, but they have
disadvantages that Lea’s Shield

ever used a diaphragm preferred

sought to overcome.
Unlike diaphragms or cervical
caps. Lea’s Shield would be mar
keted as a one-size-fits-all device
that does not require special cus
tom fitting by a doctor. That is a
particular problem with the
diaphragm because a woman
often has to be refitted if she
gains or loses weight or has a
baby, which changes the shape of

compare Lea’s Shield with other

her vagina.
And some women complain

Shield would be sold only through

that the cervical cap dislodges
from the cervix, allowing sperm to
travel through to cause pregnan

ny hopes eventually to sell the

cy.
Lea’s Shield is a bowl-shaped
device that a woman would insert
up the vagina until it covers the
cervix, adhering via suction. It
requires less spermicidal jelly

Lea’s Shield.
The device did have one draw
back: 23 percent of women found
it difficult to remove, having to
learn to twist to release the suc
tion before pulling it out. And
some partners — between 20 and
40 percent depending on the sur
vey — said they could feel the
device during sexual intercourse.
The company did not directly
devices, but used older studies to
estimate that after six months of
use, 12.8 percent of cervical cap
users would become pregnant and
11 percent of diaphragm users.
However, statisticians ques
whether

that

was

an

appropriate comparison.
If eventually approved. Lea’s
prescription, although the compa
device over the counter.
Scientists urged the company
also to study whether Idea’s Shield
offers any protections against sex
ually transmitted diseases, noting
there is no proof of such protec
tion to date.

Associated Press

of

Phoenix Baptist Medical Center.

tioned

By Steve Geissinger

SAC RAM EN TO — Public
schools lose nearly $1 billion a
year because the California
Lottery is among the poorest run
and worst performing state lot
teries in the nation, says a
scathing
insider’s
report
obtained by The Associated
Press.
GTECH Inc., the lottery’s pri
mary contractor, says in the
report that inefficiency and
flawed planning by state offi
cials have made the California
Lottery, which gives one-third of
all its revenue to schools, among
the lowest selling lotteries by
several industry measures.
“I f the California State
Lottery continues operating its
business as it has in the past, it
will remain light years away
from realizing its potential,” the
report concludes.
The lottery discounted the
GTECH report as inaccurate
and self-serving.
GTECH, an industry leader
that has run California’s lotto
and other on-line lottery games
since 1985, says it prepared the
unsolicited 150-page report to
help the lottery and itself
increase revenues. GTECH,
based in Greenwich, R.I., gets
2.9 cents of every dollar wagered
on the computerized games.
But Lottery Commission
Chairman
Arthur
Danner
accused GTECH Friday of writ
ing the report as part of strategy
to win a new contract in bidding
next year.
“Throughout
the
report,
GTECH is alleging that an out-

side entity...could better manage
lottery operations and meet cor
porate objectives,” Danner said.
That entity, he said, is “presum
ably (GTECH) itself.”
Danner, in a letter to
GTECH, largely dismissed the
report as filled with “inflamma
tory statements ... based on mis
leading and, at times, inaccurate
information.”
The existence o f the report,
delivered to the lottery Sept. 11,
came to light because policy-set
ting
lottery
commissioners
briefly criticized it at a public
meeting Oct. 11.
At that time, interim Lottery
Director Maryanne Gilliard
refused to make the report pub
lic and GTECH said it was not
its place to disclose or discuss
the document. It was obtained
Friday from the lottery under a
California Public Records Act
request.
The report detailed what it
calls the lottery’s failure to be a
stable and dependable source of
funds for public education,
which receives 34 percent of the
lottery’s proceeds.
A performance just matching
that of 11 large states’ lotteries
in 1995 would have produced $5
billion in sales, more than twice
actual sales, GTECH said. The
income would have meant
another $917 million for public
education last year, GTECH
said.
I f ticket sales in the past six
years had matched the average
change for all other 36 state lot
teries, the California games
would have contributed an addi
tional $2.5 billion to schools.
S e e LO TTERY p a g e 9

FIRES: Winds fanned 50-foot tall flames

Hewlett-Packard and Cal Poly...

Awinningpartnership

From p a g e 2

E

Hewlett-Packard hired more than 60 grads from Cal Poly
last year. We expect this year to be as good or better and
we’d like to talk to you about the exciting opportunities we
have at HP.
We are interviewing for December, March and June BS/BA
and MS/MBA grads in the EE/EL, CPE, CSC, ME, IE and
BUS/MIS fields for career positions throughout HP in the
U.S.

On Campus
October 23rd & 24di
If you didn’t get your Student Data Summary to the Career
Services Center by October 2nd, there’s still a chance to get
an interview with HP.
Please attend our Interview Orientation on Tuesday,
October 22nd in the Chumash Auditorium from 6:00 - 9:00
p.m. We will be filling out our schedules that evening.
Hope to see you there.
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer
dedicated to affirmative action and work force diversity.

HEW LETT
PACKARD

among shells of burned homes.
“It looks like a war zone at the
moment,” said Dean McCormick,
43, helping out his parents and
grandparents who both have
homes on one street where sever
al houses burned.
At one home two people shut
tled containers of water from a
pool, up to the roof to douse shin
gles licked by tongues of fire.
Other residents hurled shovelfuls
of dirt at a wall of fire along a
street.
Powerful gusts fanned flames
leaping 50 feet as they blowtorched through the hilly neigh
borhood about 35 miles southeast
of Los Angeles.
Thick, black plumes of smoke
rose over the area and firebrands
soared into the sky, threatening
homes downwind. Several of the
homes destroyed had wooden
shake roofs.
“The houses with the shake
roofs got hit,” said resident Greg
Gardner, who was hosing down
his roof, which was built with
inflammable materials. “It’s pret
ty wild. I’ll tell you.”
“It started just up the hill from
us,” said Diane Bower, 45, a Loma
Drive resident. “We’ve been col

lecting some of our albums, our
artwork. Right now. I’m very
upset.”
Wind speeds across Orange
County ranged from 17 mph to 45
mph with gusts up to 71 mph.
The blaze prompted memories
of a 1967 Lemon Heights fire that
destroyed 21 homes, said Tustin
Mayor Tracy Worley, whose par
ents’ home survived both fires.
“You never forget that feeling,”
Worley said. " I t ’s a feeling of
being out of control. Like it’s hap
pening so fast. It’s very scary,”
Water-dropping
helicopters
sucked water from lakes at the
Tustin Ranch Golf Club, about a
quarter-mile from the burning
homes.
“We are getting helicopter
drops pulling water from our
lakes. About every three, four to
five minutes there’s a helicopter
here,” said Mike Lichty, the golf
club general manager.
The Santa Ana winds are trig
gered each fall by high pressure
over the Great Basin pushing air
toward the West Coast where it is
squeezed down the passes and
canyons of Southern California
mountain ranges at high speed.
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With spending limits,
Perot’s economizing
By Connie Cass
Associoted Press

W ASHINGTO N — While
the two top presidential candi
dates were spending money
like water, Ross Perot was
spending money like, well,
money. The Texas billionaire
stuck to a low-budget, low-pro
file campaign plan even as the
Democrats and Republicans
wrestled with fund-raising
controversies.
In the first six weeks after
receiving the Reform Party’s
nomination, Perot spent just
$5 million on his 30-minute
television ads and infrequent
speeches, campaign finance
reports released
Monday show.
That might sound like a
lot, but not to most presiden
tial candidates. It’s just onefifth of the $29 million Perot
received from taxpayers to
finance his campaign.
Now that he’s using a limit
ed supply of public dollars, the
billionaire who blew through
$63 million of his own money
in his 1992 presidential bid
has been forced to economize,
at times seeming to almost
drop from sight.
Clinton and Dole each
qualified for t*,ice as much
money from the taxpayers as
Perot did. Clinton had run
through $24 million of his $62
million kitty by Sept. 30; Dole
had spent $37 million.
And they are getting addi
tional help — up to $12 million
apiece — from the Democratic
and Republican parties. This
comes at a time when party
fund-raising from donors who
aren’t U.S. citizens, as well as
“soft money” donations from

corporations and unions, are
stirring controversy.
Perot’s Reform Party isn’t
allowed to help him in the
same fashion, and he’s raised
just $507,000 from contribu
tors, so he must stretch his
federal funds through Election
Day.
“Our campaign had limited
resources, so from the begin
ning, we anticipated husband
ing those resources until
October,” said Russ Verney,
Perot’s campaign coordinator.
Now Perot has stepped up
spending, with more 30minute “infomercials” and 30second ads, as well as speech
es and rallies around the coun
try. Verney said Perot would
spend all of his allotted money,
but was no longer considering
seeking a waiver of the federal
rule limiting him to spending
$50,000 of his own money.
Perot, who was excluded
from the presidential debates,
still registers in single digits
in national polls.
But coming into the cam
paign’s final days, he shouldn’t
be far behind Clinton and Dole
financially, at least.
“We will never match them
on their foreign contributions,
or the illegal soft money
they’re using, but with our
plan we’ll make our $29 mil
lion look like $110 million of
their illegal money,” Verney
said.
Perot’s running mate, Pat
Choate, pushed the same line
in a speech at George
Washington University, call
ing it “an attempt to steal the
election.”
Each major party main
tains its fund-raising practices

down scratches with toothpaste
and household things like that.
But they didn’t work very well,”
Losey said.
He said that CD Scratch
Remover and Disc Restore,
another product that also
removes scratches, hit the mar
ket at virtually the same time.
“CD Scratch Remover and
Disc Restore both work great,
but CD Scratch Remover is eas
ier and quicker to use,” Losey
said. “Also, we’re big on sup
porting local products.”
Losey said he would recom
mend CD Scratch Remover to
anyone.
“No matter how careful you
are with your CDs, you can still
get dings in them,” Losey said.
“I f you use the stuff, it’ll take
the scratches right out and save
your CD.”
Losey said that Boo Boo
Records also uses the product to
repair returned CDs so the
store can resell them.
CD Scratch Remover can be
bought at other local stores
such as the Wherehouse, Cheap
Thrills, Liquid CD and El
Corral Bookstore.
Although the three owners
said they don’t yet have the
money to invest in advertising,
they aren’t worried.
“Sales in response to just

By Jenny Justus
Daily Staff Writer

The Cal Poly Plan Steering
Committee discussed the commit
tee’s scope and prioritized the
agenda for the upcoming year in its
meeting Thursday.
According to President Warren
Baker, the Cal Poly Plan Steering
Committee is not a legislative body.
He said there were two areas he
wanted the committee to focus on.
He wants the committee to
address issues that are happening
at Cal Poly, and be a consulting and
advisory body that will come up
with a set of principles to guide an

investment strategy for Cal Poly
Plan money.
He said that the the Steering
Committee allows him to get the
best thinking from the four major
groups on campus, the students,
faculty, staff and administration.
The first priority for the agenda
for the upcoming year will focus on
evaluating
the
Request
For
Proposals (RFP) process. Proposed
projects turn in RFPs to the com
mittee. The group then reviews the
proposals and decides what pro
jects will get funding.
Baker said he would like to
know what projects will be funded
by the plan’s money by the begin

got9hottip?

ning of spring quarter.
Making sure the campus is
aware of what is being funded by
the plan was another issue dis
cussed by the committee.
“It is important to get the word
out about what is a result of the
Cal Poly Plan,” said Mike Rocca,
chairman of the ASI Board of
Directors.
Rocca said they plan to use the
board of directors, college councils,
and student committees to get the
message of the plan out through
club visits and presentations.

call Mustang Daily at 756-1796
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REMOVER: Is cheaper than CD cleaners
From p a g e 2

Poly Plan Steering Committee
looks to the rest o f the year

word o f mouth have been
great,” Jessup said. “We also
have our own web page so we’ve
had a lot of sales over the inter
net.”
CD Scratch Remover Inc. is
continually perfecting its prod
uct and hu.siness.
“Right now we’re at a point
where we redesigned the whole
packaging and labels to further
assist the customers because
people weren’t sure how it
worked and many people had
questions,” Jessup said.
“So, we answered their ques
tions by adding an information
al pamphlet and left our corpo
rate address if they want to con
tact us directly,” Jessup said.
In addition to improving
their product, the company has
big plans for the future.
“Right not we’re in the midst
of talking with Tbwer Records,
Blockbuster, Wherehouse and
Wal-Mart to see if we can sell
our
product
nationwide,"
Jessup said.
I f they do land a big con
tract, Cleveland said there are
already people interested in
investing in their company.
“We’re going to get our prod
uct in all record stores through
out California within the next
year,” Cleveland said. “After we
graduate, we just might do this
full-time.”

After graduation, make your
career move...to SCO.
You'll find your place in high technology at

Santa Cruz, California, one of the greatest

SCO

beach towns in America, a short drive,

At SCO. we re the leading supplier of

UNIX system software for business critical

yet worlds away from Silicon Valley and

environments Your career at SCO could

San Francisco

begin on such projects as UNIX Core
Development, layered server products,
the SCO UnixWare or working with our
development partner. Hewlett-Packard,
on the next-generation 64-bit UNIX

Pizza and BMWs
Today, we're working with such Fortune 1000
companies as BMW, Pizza Hut, Marriott

At SCO. you'll have the opportunity to do
some great work, in a great place Begin
your development at SCO

We will be on Campus
November 6-8, 1996
See your Planning and Placement Office
for more details

and the NASDAQ stock market SCO

Contact us directly by sending your resume

Development Centers are located in Santa

to College Relations, SCO.

Cruz. CA, Florham Park, NJ and in the UK

400 Encinal Street, PO Box 1900,

at Watford (near London), Cambridge and

Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1900

Leeds. Our corporate headquarters are in

We are an equal opportunity employer

SCO
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He*s b a c k . Your housemate’s b o y frie n d . S ittin g on y o u r so fa.
S iftin g through your CDs. Hunching over the open refrigerato r.
**Say,‘* he says accusingly, “did you guys know you’re out of food?”
Gee, I wonder why. You like your housemate. You value the friend
ship. But the boyfriend is beginning to create bad fe e lin g s of

monolithic

f proportions. Hight a fte r night, he appears,
ih rs t stop, refrigerator. Second stop, micro-

wave. Sometimes he fo rg e ts to check w hether the housem ate
is even home, ca u sin g you to b e lie v e h is a ffe c t io n is based
somewhat on the success of the la s t shopping trip . You th in k
your housemate i s l ^ e g l n X l l n g t O S U S p 6 C t th is as w ell,
which i s p ro b a b ly why the housemate is not h ere to n ig h t.
Sudden date w ith the lib r a r y . The housem ate’s b o y frie n d is
MantB to know i f you can pick up some

ta lk in g to

c h e e se -in -a -c a n next time you’re at the store. You say, "I hate
to be rude, but I ’m t ire d and you need to leav e.” You w ait fo r
protests from t lw S E B D & t there are none. But that’s because
the boyfriend

the sofa. He’s d rifted over to the TV,

f i l l i n g your onceHtiuiet domicile with sounds from the shop
ping network. You can’t sleep with t h is on. You wonder what

A natural disaster?

it ’s gonna take*^
A ... w ait a minute. V e i l, sure. You sm ile. ”Say, do you lik e

video games?” Boyfriend nods eagerly. ”It’s the la te st th in g,”
you say. ”My frien d s in P aris play it whenever they want to
connect with th e ir friends in Johannesburg. It’s great for
people who lik e to travel.” You turn toward him and say sweetly,

“You lik e to travel, right?"
He nods. You smile again. Type in a few commands. Hand the
wireless mouse to him. Then count, i'ive. Pour. Three. Two. One.
Oh good, he’s chosen PULL ENGAGE mode. Boyfriend’s gone. Pood’s
gone, too. Oh w ell. Into everyone’s life a little rain must f a ll.
Which, you think as you catch the mouse in midair, is exactly
what it’s doing in Paris right now. Damn, that’s good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.
Real Jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Company Presentation sponsored by the IEEE

Tuesday, October 22, 7-9pm
Building 5 2 , Room E27
Bring your RESUME
There will be FREE PIZZA and a software raffle!
O 1996 Microsoft Corporatior All rights reserved
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Lawyer filing lawsuit in TWA
disaster offers own theory
By Pat Milton
Associated Press

NEW YO R K —
lawyer
claiming he knows what caused
TWA
Flight 800 to explode in the
sky filed a $100 million dollar
lawsuit Monday, accusing the air
line and Boeing Co. of failing to
design and maintain the plane
properly.
Federal investigators have not
yet been able to determine
whether a bomb, missile or
mechanical malfunction caused
the Paris-bound plane to explode
July 17 shortly after takeoff from
New York City.
But Lee Ki’iendler, an aviation
lawyer who won $500 million for
victims’ families after the 1988
Pan Am jet explosion over
Lockerbie, Scotland, said his
experts have figured out the cause

— from press reports, as they
have not been allowed to examine
the wreckage.
Kriendler said he filed a $100
million federal lawsuit Monday on
behalf of the survivors of Leonard
Johnson of Virginia, accusing
TWA and Boeing of willful mis
conduct and negligence.
TWA spokesman Mark Abels
found it incredible that a lawyer
would declare the mystery solved
before investigators reach a con
clusion.
He also said the plane was
well-maintained.
“Top experts around the world
have been spending thousands of
man hours trying to determine
what caused this crash and they
have been unable to come up with
any conclusions,” Abels said.
“They can’t pinpoint a cause and
it seems inconceivable that some
one can come up with what hap

pened without even reviewing
anything from the flight.”
Boeing did not return a tele
phone message for comment.
James Kallstrom, who is head
ing the FBI’s criminal probe into
the disaster, said he finds the
speculation and guessing discour
aging.
“We’ve had hundreds of dedi
cated experts working on this
since the night of the tragedy and
we still don’t know what caused
this crash,” he said.
Kriendler’s theory was largely
developed by Peter Jorgenson, a
former Boeing engineer who
worked 747s whom he hired as an
expert witness.
Jorgenson concluded that a
fuel pump on the center fuel tank
exploded during the flight, caus
ing burning fuel vapors to travel
through the vent lines of the right
See T W A page 10

Clinton sticking to safe
themes in campaign
By Terence Hunt

Associoted Press
DETROIT — Playing it safe
with two weeks to go. President
Clinton stuck to family-values
themes Monday, criticizing Bob
Dole and House Speaker Newt
Gingrich for trying to kill the
Education Department.
“Just imagine what it would
be like in the United States,
alone in all the great nations of
the world, to start the 21st cen
tury with no one in the presi
dent’s Cabinet to speak up for
the education of our children,”
Clinton said.
Dole
has
derided
the
Education Department as a
payoff to teachers’ unions for
their political support.
On a rainy fall day, the pres
ident spoke to several thousand
people on a muddy lawn at
Cuyahoga Community College

LOTTERY: Per capita sales have lagged well behind those of most other states, the report said
From page 6
said the report.
In four of the last 10 years,
sales have declined from the pre
vious year’s level by at least 7.5
percent. None of the other 10
largest lottery states have experi
enced a drop of that magnitude,
according to GTECH, which oper
ates on-line games for 27 other
state lotteries.
The lottery’s per-capita sales
have lagged well behind those of
most other states, the report said.
California ranked 31st out of the
total 37 lottery states in 1995 percapita sales, which are the indus
try standard for measuring a lot
tery.
Compared on the basis of percapita sales as a percent of percapita personal income, California
slipped to a ranking of 34th out of
37 last year, GTECH said.
California ranked last in percapita sales among the 10 largest
lottery states in 1995. The next
highest state in the ranking,
Pennsylvania, achieved 85 per
cent higher per-capita .sales than
California, according to the
report.
California also ranked 22nd
out of 37 for expenditures from
net income last year, GTECH

PARIS

said.
Among the 10 largest state lot
teries, it ranked last in terms of
both net income per lottery
employee and revenue per sales
representative.
The
Lottery
Commission
chairman discounted G TECH ’s
assessment.
“Comparisons of California
with the other top-10 states based
on population are oflen mislead
ing and uninformative since only
two of the 10 are western states,”
said Danner.
The lottery business “is quite
different between western and
eastern states due to geographical
considerations, economic realities
and a variety of social factors,” he
said.
“When compared to other
western states, California per
forms well,” Danner said.
The California Lottery also is
subject to limitations that have
not been imposed elsewhere, such
as restrictions in the level of
prizes it can pay out and on
themes that are revenue produc
ers in other states.
GTECH detailed what it said
were the reasons for the lottery’s
shortcomings:
—Officials do too little analy

sis of their marketing
strategies, develop operational
plans before determining objec
tives, and abruptly and erratical
ly change strategies.
— Business plans often lack
substance and officials fail to fol
low through with them.
—Officials sometimes fail to
use proven management tactics,
such as paying attention to cus
tomer preferences, and often
extend themselves beyond their
areas of expertise. As a result, lot
tery products sometimes lack con
sumer appeal.
—The lottery has a history of
failures in technology
management, including prob
lems with automation of winning
scratch-off ticket redemption.
— Lottery employee perfor
mance standards fail to reward
success and penalize failure.
The lottery defended its man
agement practices, citing a recent
state audit that said the operation
has substantially improved its
business planning.
Much of the report “focuses on
previous decisions and actions
and does not reflect current direc
tions and activities,” Danner said.
One GTECH allegation in par
ticular drew vigorous denial.
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GTECH said lottery adminis
trative managers often do not
bring important business deci
sions to the Lottery Commission
for review and approval.
Danner said commissioners
are provided with all necessary
information to make informed
decisions, much of it in written
form outside formal meetings.
“To suggest otherwise, based
on assumptions made by a curso
ry review of meeting minutes, is
blatantly

misleading,” Danner

said.
GTECH said the lotter>’, in
general, is too independent. It
should rely more on the private
sector to run the games, according
to the company.
The report “intimates that the
lottery could be better adminis
tered

through

privatization,”

Danner said.
But such a move would be con
trary to the intentions of the 1984
lottery-authorizing

initiative,

which requires a high level of gov
ernmental oversight of the games,
he said.

near Cleveland, Ohio. Hatless
and without an umbrella, on a
stage decorated with pumpkins,
he told the audience, " I won’t
let the rain bother me if you
don’t let it bother you.”
The president spent the day
in America’s industrial heart
land,
raising
money
for
Democrats at a Cleveland fund
raiser before flying to Detroit
for a ground-breaking ceremony
for a $1.6 billion expansion of
Wayne County’s Detroit Metro
Airport.
Under a flag-decorated tent
on the airport tarmac, the pres
ident joined other dignitarie.s in
turning over a shovelful of dirt
for the project. He reminded the
audience that the unemploy
ment rate in Detroit was half
what it was four years ago and
that nationally, 10.5 million
new jobs had been created.
See CUNTON page 11

PEROT
From page 7
fall within federal election law,
but Clinton and Dole acknowl
edge that campaign finance
reforms are needed. Perot has
made campaign reform a staple of
his campaign, accusing Dole and
Clinton of
foot-dragging on the matter.
Thanks to his economizing,
Perot entered the final month of
campaigning with $24 million left
to spend. That’s not too far
behind Dole, who aides said was
down to his last $33 million, or
almost $1 million a day, including
Republican Party aid.
President Clinton was in
clover, able to spend up to $48
million in campaign dollars and
Democratic Party aid over the
final five weeks before Election
Day, according to reports filed
with the
Federal Election Commission.
Perot, like Dole, has seized on
campaign financing controversies
to attack Clinton. But he accu.sed
Republicans of selling out. tw .
“I think we need to put a sign
on the Capitol and a sign on the
White House that says ‘not for
sale at any price,’" Perot said in a
speech Monday to a press group
in Chicago
Noting that Clinton had invit
ed some major contributor;' to
spend the night at the White
House during his tenure, Perot
said, “1 find that repugnant ."
Perot’s running mate, Pat
Choate, pushed the same line in a
speech
George
Washington
University, calling it “an attempt
to sU'al the election."
Although he raises few contri
butions, Perot’s spending also has
been faulted by critics, many of
them former supporters. They
have complained that Perot
attacked the major-party candi
dates for using taxpayer financ
ing in 1992, then took public
money himself this year.
Qualifying his Reform Party
for full federal financing has
become one of the stated goals of
Perot’s campaign. Tb receive full
federal funding in future presi
dential campaigns, Perot needs
25 percent of the popular vote
this time around.
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TWA: Investigators still examining wreckage
From page 9

examining the fuel vent lines, one

wing and out the right wing tip.

of which was found to contain

He said the explosion was fol

soot. She added, however, that

lowed by a chain reaction of struc

there did not appear to be damage

tural failures and fires, eventual

from fire.

ly causing the plane to break up
in midair.
tors presented their theory to the

Sales Representatives

National Transportation Safety

These positions spearhead new markets as well as grow existing business. We seek
undergraduates or MBAs with 2 - 5 years of successful consultative selling experience.

Board in Washington on Monday,

oordinators

These positions are 12 to 24 month training programs, preparing you for a successful
career in sales. You will be assigned to highly successful sales representatives, assisting
them in pricing, customer liaison, press checks, and manufacturing plans.
Undergraduate degree and proficiency in Word, Excel and Powerpoint software. One
to two years of sales experience preferred.

“We are always interested in
hearing different ideas and theo

Kriendler and his investiga

Sales Trainees/ C
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but NTSB spokeswoman Shelly

ries about what happened here,”
Hazel said. “There was nothing
presented to us that we haven’t
already thought of.”

Hazel said the board heard noth

Kreindler won $500 m.illion for

ing “that made us slap our fore

225 families of victims of Pan Am

heads and say, ‘Oh, so that’s what

Flight 103 after arguing that the

happened.”’

airline should have detected the

She said investigators were

bomb that downed the plane.

S ales S upport Specialists

These positions will support and facilitate existing business. We seek undergraduates
with a minimum of three years direct client interface in customer service, project man
agement, or direct sales.

SEND/FAX YOUR RESUME TO:
Mary Law, Human Resources
R.R. Donnelley 6c Sons Comi
200 Powell Street, Suite 1100
Oakland, CA 94608-1809
Phone (510) 450-3417 Fax (510) 658-0582
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Monday, O ctober 28

Scavenger Hunt
List a va ila b le a t UU 209, 8-10:00 am

Tuesday, O ctober 29

Banner Contest
Banners d u e a t UU 209, 8-10:00 am

Thursday, October 31

UU Hour Extravaganza
Altera Corporation, located

T k ^ ^ S o iiis in ^0(u^ C our-t

in the heart o f Silicon Valley

The tim e has never been

in beautiful Northern

better than now to jo in an

California, has set the pace

All-Star team of professionals

from the start in high-

setting league records at a

performance, high-density

consistent pace. The ball is

programmable logic devices

in y o u r court. Come to our

and associated computer-

In fo rm a tio n Session on

aided engineering (CAE}

cam pus O ctober 29.

logic development tools.

In te rv ie w s w ill be held

Our team of professionals
is among the best in the
business, and we've made a
solid commitment to continue
to grow and expand with
only the best.
For the past three years, we
have consistently produced
record sales results, going
from $140 m illion to over
$400 million. As you can
see, we set aggressive
goals and achieve them.

O ctober 30. For in te rv ie w
consideration, please sign
up at your Career Planning
and Placement Office.

If you c a n 't v is it us on

UU Stage, 11-12:00 noon

cam pus, send yo u r resum e
to: A ltera C orporation,
Hum an Resources,

Friday, November 1

A ttn: Heelie Drury, College

L a # Olympics

Recruiter, 2610 Orchard

Location a t L-field, 1:00 pm

Parkway, San Jose, CA
95134-2020; fax: 408-435 5065;
e-m ail: hdrury@ altera.com .

Rally / Mock Rock
Sequoia Hall Lawn, 6:30 pm

To learn m ore about Altera,
see o u r hom e page at
http://w w w .altera.com
We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Downtown Parade
10:00 am

Positions A if-a ilo itit:
• S o ftw a re E ng ineers
• P ro d u c t/T e s t E ng ineers
• D esign Engineers
• A p p lic a tio n s E ngineers
• S ales E ngineers
• Technical W riters
• Finance, M IS
......a n d m o re !

Saturday, November 2

Alumni BBQ
Three A cre Lawn, 11:30 am

Club Fair
Entrance to M ustang Stadium, 12:30 pm

-7 k

Football Game / Halftime Show
1:00 pm

Any Questions? C all 756-7576 for m ore info.

A LEADER in Programmable Logic.
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CLINTON: During a speech in Detroit today will propose expanding NATO by 1999, officials said
From page 9
“The thing that I’m proudest of
is that the typical family income
has gone up $1,600 after inflation
in the last two years in- part
because more than half of these
jobs are in high-wage industries,”
the president said. “We have to
keep that trend going.”
Later, speaking before a group
of black clergy leaders, Clinton
urged them to “support me from
the pulpit” on the idea of requir
ing young people to take a drug
test as a condition of getting a dri
ver’s license. He also encouraged
church leaders to hire people ofl'
the welfare rolls. And he appealed
for their help in turning out the
vote on Nov. 5.
He said there was an impor
tant issue at stake in the election.
“Do you believe that we’re bet

ter off if we go forward together
with mutual respect for each
other with all of our diversity,”
Clinton said. “Or are we better off
having a fight every time we dis
agree with somebody over some
thing.”
Michigan and Ohio are tradi
tional battleground states in pres
idential elections, and Clinton
holds a double-digit lead in both
states. “There hasn’t been any
movement (in polls in either
state) since at least the conven
tion,” campaign spokesman Joe
Lockhart said.
Nationally, the polls show the
same picture. As a result,
Clinton’s strategy is to stick to
safe themes, protect his lead and
run down the clock.
On Tuesday, Clinton will try to
strengthen his support with

Midwestern voters with ties to
Central European countries. In a
speech in Detroit, Clinton will
underscore his commitment to
granting NATO membership to
former Warsaw Pact nations.
Clinton will propose expand
ing NATO by 1999, officials said.
Presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry said: “ 1999 is the 50th
anniversary
of
NATO.
Interesting.”
McCurry said Clinton would
not say which nations should be
at the front of the line for mem
bership. Dole has proposed bring
ing in Poland, Hungary and the
Czech Republic by 1998.
Going into the campaign
homestretch, Clinton’s tour takes
him this week from mid-Atlantic
states to the Midwest and then
South to traditional Republican

strongholds, including Florida
and Alabama.
At
Cuyahoga Community
College, Clinton said his adminis
tration had cut the crime rate,
reduced
welfare
rolls
and
increased child-support collec
tions.
Warming to the education
theme, he said “my opponent has
a different view,” opposing the ele
vation
of
the
Education
Department to Cabinet status
and now trying to eliminate it.
“I say let’s keep it, let’s make it
better. ... Thirty-one years ago my
opponent voted against the cre
ation of the student loan program
in the first place. Three years ago,
he opposed the direct lending pro
gram” that bypasses banks to pro
vide college loans from the federal
government.

Interested in spending spring quarter in London?
LONDON STUDY

Attend our Student Information Meeting
Thursday, October 24, 1996 at 11 a.m.
Fisher Science 286

Bob
Dole
says,
“Bob
Dole
reads
Mustang
Daily
and so
should
you.”
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GRE PREP
Mr. Stewart’s on-campus course
starts 11/5. $225. 563-2692

AXU
BIG S IS LIL’ SIS
W E E K IS H ER E!

SCORE MORE!!
G MAT 72 PTS
GRE 214 PTS
LSAT 7.5 PTS
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Beatutiful Exotic Female Dancers
Privates & Parties (Hiring)
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Gallo Sales Co Info Session
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C A M P U S JO B
Now hiring 30 Study Group Ldrs
$6.50/hr. Flexible. Seek Majors
with 3.25-I- GPA: CHEM, MATH,
PHYSICS. CSC. CE/ME, ACTG
Work Study Welcome. Apply at
Academic Skills Ctr in 33-290.
Study Group is sponsored by
Student Academic Svcs and the
Cal Poly Plan
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$100 to Debate and win WOMEN
ARE EOUAL-Details 782-9237
Earn $$$ while you learn! Fast
growing Network Marketing Co.
looking for sharp individuals
to work at home PT/FT. For detailed
info call 1-800-600-8173
FAST FUNDRAISER - RAISE $500 IN
5 DAYS - Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. FAST,
EASY - NO FINANCIAL OBLIGATION

(800) 862-1982 Ext. 33
m C A U T IO N !!!
Make No Investments or Provide
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Honda Express Scooter 50cc
35mph Good Shape $475 595-7904

F o r S,\u-:
Epson 866C Laptop 486 Micro
Processor 20 MB Memory 14 4 fax
Modem 3.5DDR Microsoft: Win 95
Office. Excel, Word Publisher
Procomm Access Ver 2 $2300.00
Korg Grand Digital Piano with
midi, speakers, stand
Sounds Great $500 595-7904

1 lo M lLS h 'o R S . m . f:
HOPEDANCE, a new magazine in
town, is looking for part-time ad
salespeople. EARN EXTRA INCOME
while you meeet great people.
CALL BOB AT 544-9663

FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO

Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E
***543-8370***

by Joe Martin
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By Steve Moore

BY M A R K O 'H A R E

“ Sure you wanna keep it, Dewey? Think about it:
You take it home. Ciean it. Toss it in the freezer. And
sooner or iater it ends up as fertilizer in the garden.”
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Quote of the Day |

Women’s volleyball
hosts Broncos in
non-league match

"I am r(‘(iuirc'(J to tell v iola
tions....... Blit títere w e re no
v'iolatioits,"

hosts the Santa Clara Broncos tonight at

• .Mrn I litrrii k

7 p.m. in Mott Gym in a non-conference

f 'Ck, \ tic is k t'ih iill C o n r l i n il
tìllc \U iìtio iìs <>l \y m n í4 (ln in ^

Correction:
Monday’s paper incorrectly
reported that the women’s soccer
team beat Harvard, 2-1, on Sunday,
when in fact they lost by that score.

The Cal Poly women's volleyball team

matchup.
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• Women’s Volleyball
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The Mustangs split a pair of matches
on the road this past weekend, winning a
tough one against Utah State, three

S
C
H

• Women's Volleyball vs. Santa
Clara @ Mott Gym, 7 p.m .*

Q

TOMORROW’S GAMES

y

• Women’s Soccer vs. Cal State
Fullerton @ Fullerton, 7 p.m.*

E
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games to two, but losing an even tougher
one against the University o f NevadaReno.

over Pepperdine, three games to two.
Santa Clara is 10-8 overall with a 5-1
record in the West Coast Conference.

The split brings the Mustangs to 11-8

The Broncos are led by middle blocker

on the year, 4-4 in Big West play.
Jamie Elson and outside hitter A u li'i Ellis.

* Big West Conference game

Against Utah State, middle blocker

A Saint goes marching
out: Mora quits
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Jim
Mora resigned Monday as coach
of the New Orleans Saints, mid
way through his 11th season and
one day after blasting his coach
es and players In a profane tirade
following a loss to the Carolina
Panthers.
Mora had coached the Saints
since 1986, the longest tenure
with one team of any current
coach in major professional
sports. His resignation came on
the same day Dave Shula was
fired as coach of the Cincinnati
Bengals.
His eyes red and his hands
shaking, Mora announced his
resignation at a news confer
ence. Unlike Sunday’s postgame
outburst, Mora praised the team
as he read from a statement
“They work very hard and this
team is very, very close to being
a very, very good football team,’’
Mora said. He refused to take
questions, walked briskly to the
parking lot and drove away.
Mora was the first coach in
Saints’ history to post a winning |
record, and he got the team to
the playoffs four times - their
only
playoff
appearances.
However, the Saints lost all four
The Saints are 2-6, having lost
their first five games, tfien win
ning two before the 19-7 loss at
Carolina. His career record is 9378 but he’s 24-32 since a 12-4
season in 1992
Owner Tom Benson said
Mora’s decision caught him by
surprise. He said he and general
manager Bill Kuharich would
immediately begin looking for a
new coach.

Women’s Volleyball
West Division
Ifiam
Bid West Qveialj
Long Beach St. 8-0
21-0
Pacific
7-1
14-4
UCSB
6-2
14-6
Cal Poly
4-4
11-8
Cal St. Fullerton 2-6
12-9
UC Irvine
1-7
4-17
C A L POLY
SPO RTS H O TLIN E

7 5 6 -S C O R

Kari DeSoto led the team with 17 kills,
followed by outside hitter Colleen Moro

Elson leads the team with 253 kills and
Ellis follows with 241.
The Mustangs lead the head to head

with 15 kills.
On Saturday, the Mustangs lost to the
University of Nevada-Reno, three games
to one. M iddle blocker Trisha Jenssen led
the Mustangs with a career-high 21 kills.

matchup with Santa Clara, 10-5. Last
season, the Mustangs beot the Bulldogs
three games to none.
This weekend the Mustangs w ill return

Outside hitter Heather Lee added 14 kills,

to Big West action, when they face Boise

17 digs and three service aces.

State on Friday night, and University of

The Broncos have won five of their last
six matches, with their latest win coming

Î ■
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Idaho on Saturday. / Daily photos by
Dawn Kalmar

Major League Soccer UCLA coach cleared of
season comes to a close wrongdoing in sale of car
By Jimmy Golen
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. - The first
sea.son is over for Major Ix*a>iue
Soccer. The work has just he^iun.
“ J’rohahly if someone was to
iio hack to the opening NASL
(North American Soccer Ijeague)
.sea.son, there would be the same
tendencies to pat oneself on the
hack," MIjS commissioner Doug
Logan said.
“ 1 am a .student o f hi.story.
And we know we’ve just bc*gun,"
he .said. “What were are looking
for is slow, steady growth. And
permanence.”
The league’s inaugural sea*
son ended Sunday with D.C.
United’s 3-2 overtime victory
over the Los Angeles Galaxy in
MLS Cup ‘96.
More than 34,000 fans
braved torrential rains and gusting winds to see Eddie Pope
head Marco Etcheveiry’s pass
into the net for the winner 3
minutes into sudden death.
“This sport is here to stay,”
United coach Bruce Arena said.
“We by no means think we’ll
replace football or ba.seball or
basketball or hockey. But we
think there’s room for a fifth pro
fessional sport in this country.”
That may be, but whether
MLS can carve out a niche in a
crowded marketplace is in
doubt. After all, even the title
game’s hosts - Revolution opera
tors Robert and Jonathan Kraft skipped it to see their Patriots

play a midseason N F L game in
Indianapolis.
As IvOgan says when asked
how the league is doing,
“Compared to what’.^” Compared
to the other U.S. soccer leagues
that have tried and folded? Or
compared to the major sports?
In its first year, MLS sur
passed its conservative atten
dance estimates by half, averag
ing 17,416 fans per regular-sea
son game.
And the soccer itself was, by
all accounts, of a high quality.
“We knew that there were
fans out there if we would just
give them the product they were
dying to have,” MLS founder
Alan Rothenberg said.
After proclaiming the first
year a success, Logan admitted
there was still work to do.
Logan conceded the referee
ing
must
be
improved.
Expansion will proceed only at a
pace the talent and the fans will
support.
Corporate sponsorships and
'TV ratings will have to grow.
A fifth foreign player will be
added to the rosters - but only
temporarily. Logan said the key
there is to have enough foreign
ers to enhance the talent and
cultivate ethnic interest while
retaining enough American
players to involve mainstream
U.S. sports fans.
“When we get well, they will
get well,” he said. “And they will
share in whatever largesse
comes down the pike.”

By John Nodel
Assodated Press

LOS ANGELES - UCIJK ba.sketball coach Jim Harrick, admit
ting he’s been through “a trying
time,” was cleared Monday by the
Pacific-10 Conference of violating
NCAA rules in the .sale of a car he
owned to the sis
ter of a top
recruit.
The
confer
ence, the univer- |
sity
and
the
NCAA all looked
into the sale of a
car by Harrick’s son, Glenn, to
Lisa Davis-Hodoh on Sept. 20,
UCLA athletic director Peter T.
Dalis said at a news conference.
“The Pacific-10 Conference has
determined, based upon the infor
mation obtained during its inves
tigation, that no NCAA rules vio
lation occurred when Glenn
Harrick sold a 1991 Chevrolet SIO
Blazer to Lisa Davis-Hodoh, sister
o f prospective athlete Baron
Davis,” the Pac-10 said in a state
ment. “Central to this decision
was the determination that the
car was sold at a fair market
price.”
Glenn Harrick received $5,000
for the vehicle, which had more
than 112,000 miles at the time of
the sale.
Dalis said Monday the car had
been appraised by three
independent sources, with two
estimating the value at $4,500
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and the other at less than $5,000.
The .sale came two days after
Baron
Davis,
the
woman’s
younger brother, verbally commit
ted to play for tin* Bruins.
Davis is a highly recruited 6foot-1 point guard who lu‘gan his
senior year at Santa Monica
Crossroads High last month.
The fact that Harrick has been
cleared means Davis is eligible to
play for the Bruins in the 1997-9H
season should he sign a national
letter of intent with the school.
The fall signing period begins next
month.
“I want to express my grati
tude to UCIuA and the Pac-10 offi
cials for conducting a thorough
inquiry,” Harrick said. “I really
appreciate the speed.
“Now, it’s time fo. me to con
centrate on a very, very difficult
season coming up.”
Harrick, 58, begins his ninth
season as UCLA’s head coach next
month. The Bruins won the NCAA
championship at the conclusion of
the 1994-95 season, their first in
20 years. Last March, UCLA was
eliminated by Princeton in the
first round of the tournament.
Harrick admitted he “probably
used poor judgment” in not imme
diately telling Dalis about the sale
once he learned of it from his .son.
“1 am required to tell viola
tions,” Harrick said. “In hindsight,
you wish you had (told Dalis).
.(But) there were no violations. I
.still wish I had told him.
“It’s been a trying time.”

